This paper proposes a novel semi-supervised method on object recognition. First, based on Boost Picking (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) , a universal algorithm, Boost Picking Teaching (BPT), is proposed to train an effective binary-classifier just using a few labeled data and amounts of unlabeled data. Then, an ensemble strategy is detailed to synthesize multiple BPT-trained binary-classifiers to be a high-performance multi-classifier. The rationality of the strategy is also analyzed in theory. Finally, the proposed method is tested on two databases, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009). Using 2% labeled data and 98% unlabeled data, the accuracies of the proposed method on the two data sets are 78.39% and 50.77% respectively.
Introduction
High-level computer vision applications like detection and recognition have been developing rapidly. Supervised methods (Mohri et al., 2012) contribute a lot and representative works include DPM (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010) , Alexnet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b ), Highway Network (Rupesh Kumar Srivastava, 2015 , Residual Network (Kaiming He, 2015) and so on. Large and open data sets like ImageNet (Fei-Fei, 2010) and Microsoft COCO greatly contribute to this boom. And crowds (Attenberg et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2012) , who labeled these data, also play an important role in the development.
But the size of unlabeled data in practice is much larger than that of labeled data and it is too expensive to label a large number of data by humans, especially the data are generated all the time. Humans do not need so many labeled data like the computer to learn a new knowledge or concept. A baby gradually knows the world from his practices and parent's guide. In this process, unlabeled data might be more important. As a result, this paper researches in how to mainly use unlabeled data to teach computer recognition.
To begin with, this paper presents the theoretical basis (see section 2) of the proposed method. Kalal's works (Kalal et al., 2010; 2012) presented P-N Learning to update object models in tracking application. Kalal proved that P-N experts can train a strong classifier only if eigenvalues of the transforation matrix are all smaller than 1 (equation 2). Liu's work (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) pointed out that P-N Learning ignored the bias of supervised models in training set and proposed Boost Picking to convert supervised classification to semi-supervised classification. Using Boost Picking, two weak classifiers could train a strong classifier mainly by unlabeled data. Liu derived that Boost Picking could work effectively Furthermore, to achieve recognition, this paper proposed a high-performance multi-classifier based on BPT-trained binaryclassifiers (see section 4). First, we briefly discuss why it is essential to combine multiple BPT-trained binary-classifiers rather than directly train a multi-classifier like BPT. Then, we details the framework of the ensemble classifier (named BPT-multi-classifier) as well as the synthesizer (ensemble strategy). A novel idea is that the synthesizer is composed by BPT-binary classifiers. It is also theoretically analyzed that the framework of BPT-multi-classifier is reasonable.
Based on BPT-multi-classifier, this paper proposes a practical implementation on object recognition (see section 5). The basic classification model of BPT-trained binary classifier is a support vector machine(SVM) (Suykens & Vandewalle, 1999) . And K-means (Coates & Ng, 2012 ) is adopted to extract features from the images. As for the "teachers" in BPT, they are achieved by logistic regression models (Hosmer Jr & Lemeshow, 2004) that are trained by a few labeled data. And features that "teachers" use are extracted by Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) (Dalal & Triggs, 2005) . CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009 ) are involved in the experiment (see section 6) to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. The accuracies of the proposed method on the two databases are 78.39% and 50.77% respectively. In this test, the proposed method use only 2% labeled data and 98% unlabeled data (the size of the two data sets are both 60000).
The BPT-multi-classifier could be regarded as a semi-supervised method because labeled data and unlabeled data are both used. But different from previous object recognition works based on semi-supervised methods (Chen et al., 2013; Rosenberg et al., 2005; Fergus et al., 2009; Prest et al., 2012) , BPT-multi-classifier does not involve any web data. And unlike one-shot learning (Li et al., 2006; Socher et al., 2013) and baby learning (Liang et al., 2014) , the proposed work does not use any prior knowledge or pre-trained model. In fact, the thought of the proposed method is different from the thoughts of previous semi-supervised methods. The basic units of BPT-multi-classifier are some traditional supervised models (SVM and logistic regression). The key idea of our work is that weak classifiers could train a strong classifier just using unlabeled data and their estimated labels (the weak classifiers may be trained by a few labeled data).
Theoretical Basis
This section presents the theoretical basis of BPT.
In (Kalal et al., 2012) , new forms of the tracked object are updated by P-N Learning. P-N Learning adopts P-N experts to estimate errors of the detector. P-expert finds the false negatives from the negative outputs of the detector and N-expert finds the false positives from the positive outputs. Kalal theoretically proved that P-N Learning could train a detector whose error converges into zero. Define − → e (k) as the errors in kth iteration,
where α(k) represents false positives and β(k) represents false negatives in outputs.
Define P + ,R + as the precision and the recall of P-expert respectively. Similarly, define P − ,R − as the precision and the recall of N-expert. The recursive equations are as equation (2) (Kalal et al., 2012) .
Reconstruct equation (1) and (2),
Assuming λ 1 , λ 2 are eigenvalues of transformation matrix M , Kalal concludes that − → e will converge to zero only if λ 1 , λ 2 are all smaller than 1 (Kalal et al., 2010) . In practice, the classifier almost cannot be trained to be errorless even through P-N experts could find out all false positives and false negatives, because bias (Geman et al., 1992; James, 2003) always exits.
Supposing x is an example from a feature-space X and y is its corresponding label from a label space Y = {1, −1}, X l is a labeled data set with its label set L l , and X u is an unlabeled data set. Supposing that L u are the in-existent true labels of X u , define F : x → y as an supervised learning model trained by 100% labeled data set Fuqiang Liu, 2016) aims to train an effective model f → F by X l , L l and X u . In Boost Picking (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) , two weak classifiers pick out the false positives and false negatives from the outputs of f just like what P-N experts do. Then put these estimated errors into the re-training set with their estimated labels and retrain f like bootstrap (Sung & Poggio, 1995) (bootstrap uses true labels but Boost Picking use the estimated labels). Liu proved that f → F in the iteration if equation 4 is satisfied, both in theory and experiment. Boost Picking could still work even considering the bias.
Equation 4 guides how to use two weak classifiers to train a strong binary classifier. Based on this conclusion and referring to Boost Picking, this paper proposes a modification, Boost Picking Teaching (BPT), for binary classification. And furthermore, BPT is expanded to multiple-classification and a complicated application, object recognition.
Boost Picking is to train a strong binary classifier by labeled data X l and unlabeled data X u , while BPT is to train a strong binary classifier by unlabeled data X u . Unlike Boost Picking, BPT does not need labeled data to initialize the binary classifier. Because the initial set and re-training set of Boost Picking rely on a certain number of labeled data, the classifier trained by Boost Picking would be over-fitting if labeled data are not enough. In fact, Boost Picking needs 25% labeled data as well as 75% unlabeled data to train a strong classifier. But in theory, BPT does not need labeled data. It should be noted that a few labeled data might be used in BPT to train qualified "teachers". Because the test sets in (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) are relatively simple and small, Boost Picking just used an unsupervised method to train the two weak classifiers, FP and FN Finders. But the proposed method is tested on large databases in this paper, and this is why the two weak classifiers, "teachers", in BPT need a few labeled data to train themselves.
Boost Picking Teaching for Binary Classification
This section details BPT for binary classification. BPT could train a strong classification f just using unlabeled data X u in theory. The framework of BPT is showed as Fig 1. Though it refers to the framework of Boost Picking (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) , there are some modifications to achieve the goal, training a supervised binary-classifier without labeled data.
Supposing f is the binary classifier parameterized by Θ. The first step of BPT is that Θ are initialized as 0. Actually, there is no key difference between zero initialization and random initialization in BPT.
Second, one part of unlabeled data are classified by the binary classifier. And two "teachers", FP Finder and FN Finder, pick out false positives F P and false negatives F N in the outputs. Errors of the two "teachers" are allowed, only if the "teachers" satisfy equation 4. Then, these estimated errors with their amended labels(the labels of examples in F P are set as -1 and the labels of examples in F N are set as 1) are put into the re-training set
And the classifier f is re-trained by X r , where X r ⊂ X R and {F P, F N } ⊂ X r . Next, go back to the beginning of this step and repeat classifying, correcting and re-training. The iteration process stops when the performance of the classifier is stable. At this time, the classifier is trained to be parameterized as theta S . In every generation, only part of examples in X R are used in re-training because X R would gradually grow to be a large set in the iteration proceeding.
Considering efficiency, examples from {F P, F N } are all involves in X r . To avoid being over-fitting, X r is generated by randomly selecting X R . The idea that put mis-classified examples into training set resembles bootstrap (Sung & Poggio, 1995) . But unlike bootstrap, BPT does not need the true labels of the data.
Third, a new part of unlabeled data are classified by the classifier. The next operations are almost similar with the second step. But there are two special operations. One is that the classifier is parameterized as θ S initially. Another one is that some examples randomly selected from previous parts are also classified by the binary classifier like Fig 1. Repeat this step until no more data to input. If we do not take the labeled data might used to train "teachers" into account, BPT could train an effective binary-classifier just using un-labeled data, only if the "teachers" satisfy equation 4. Algorithm 1 Boost Picking Teaching (Binary Classification)
Initialization:
For Boost Picking (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) , the training set includes the labeled data in every generation, which causes that the classifier relies on those labeled data too much. BPT adopts random selection to solve this problem but random selection increases the computational complexity of BPT. BPT inputs unlabeled separately, which is convenient to expand training set and involve new data. But BPT is not a critical online learning (Shalev-Shwartz, 2012; Bertsekas, 2015; Brooms, 2006) method because BPT does not abandon any previous data. The pseudocode of BPT is shown in algorithm 1. ransel represents "Random Select". The convergence condition is that the classifier is stable in the current part of unlabeled data. It is set empirically because the binary classifier would converge more quickly compared to the condition that the classifier should be stable in the whole unlabeled data.
Fig 2 shows the performance of BPT with synthetic "teachers" whose precisions and recalls are specific. The implementa-tion of the binary classifier for recognition is declared in section 5. Examples form one class are regarded as positives, the others are regarded as negatives. CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009 ) is used in this ideal experiment. Recalls and Precisions of the synthetic "teachers" are 0.6. We compute the accuracy, recall, precision and F 1 = 2·P ·N P +N of the binary-classifier in training set(100% unlabeled data). When the unlabeled data have not yet input, the binary-classifier is parameterized as 0. Because the data includes 10 classes and the number of every class is almost equal, the accuracy of the classifier is approximately 0.9 initially. Recall, precision and F 1 are all 0 at the beginning. According to Fig 2, all these indexes increase with the proceeding of BPT (with synthetic "teachers"). This ideal experiment proved that BPT could train an effective binary-classifier just using un-labeled. When the "teachers" are not easy to trained to satisfy equation 4, a few labeled data might be used to train qualified "teachers". And in this time, BPT becomes a semi-supervised method.
Figure 2. The performance of BPT with synthetic "teachers".
Multi-Classification Based on BPT
This section details how to construct a multi-classifier based on the BPT-trained binary-classifiers. First, the reason of converting multi-classifier to multi binary-classifiers is briefly proposed. Second, this part presents the multi binaryclassifiers. Third, the ensemble strategy on combining these binary-classifiers to be a multi-classifier is detailed.
Why Not Directly Train a Multi-Classifier
Suppose that f is a multi-classifier, x is an example from a feature-space X and y is its corresponding label from a label space Y = {1, 2, · · · , N }, where N is the number of the class. This part discusses whether f could be directly guided by "teachers".
Assume that F alseI means the examples which are mis-classified as "I" by f , where I ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }. Like BPT, there should be a "teacher" to find out the F alseI. Suppose that T i is the "teacher" who finds "i" examples from {x|f (x) = i}, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }. Then assuming that T eacherI picks out F alseI from {x|f (x) = I}, T eacherI = ensemble{T i |i = I and i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }}. Assuming P i is the precision of T i and R i is the precision of T i , resembling equation 2, the recursive equation of the errors of f are written as equation 5.
where e i represents F alseI(i = I). Supposing l(x) represents the true class of x, a i,j represents the proportion between {x|f (x) = j and l(x) = i} and x-f'(x)=j, where i = j. And it is obvious that ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N },
Assume − → e = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e N }. Like equation 2, equation 5 could be reconstructed to be equation 6.
The transformation matrix M is a matrix whose size is N × N .
Pi R i · e j (k) when i = j. Based on the well founded theory of dynamic system (K. Zhou & Glover, 1996) , if the absolute values of eigenvalues of M are all less than 1, the error of f would converge to 0; otherwise the error would diffuse.
Here, simplify M to be easily analyze. Assume that ∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } and i = j, a i,j = 1 N −1 . This assumption means that the true labels of the examples in F alseI might be any other class in equal probability. Furthermore, suppose that the precision and recall of every T i are equal, ∀ i, P i = P, and R i = R, where P, R ∈ [0, 1]. Suppose that λ i is the eigenvalue of the transformation matrix M . The expressions of λ i is equation 7.
It is obvious that
no matter what R is. It is concluded that if the number of class N increases, P must increase to make sure that max(|λ|) less than 1, which means the recursive equation 6 could converge to 0 in the iteration proceeding.
(a) (b) Figure 3 . Analysis on the relationship between the maximum absolute value of eigenvalues and (P, R, N ).
To better illustrate the relationship between the maximun absolute value of these eigenvalues and (Recall, N ), we simulate the eigenvalues in various conditions and Fig 3 (a-b) are the simulated results. In Fig 3 (a) , recall R is set as 0.6 constantly.
(a) shows that the precision need to increase to guarantee that errors of the binary-classifier converge to 0, which is as same as the conclusion based on equation 8. In Fig 3 (b) , N is set as 8 constantly and R is varied. (b) shows that if the maximum absolute value of eigenvalues is 1, the precision would be certain no matter what R is. This conclusion also matches equation 8. Fig 3, the condition of "teachers" would be rigorous if training a multi-classifier using unlabeled data like BPT, especially the number of class N is large. Compared to equation 4, the above condition 8 does not mean that the "teachers" are weak classifiers anymore. As a result, directly training a effective qualified multi-classifier using unlabeled data like BPT is relatively hard. It is better to combine multiple BPT-trained binary-classifiers to be an effective multi-classifier.
Based on equation 8 and

From Multi Classification to Multi Binary-Classification
The multi-classification problem is separated to multiple 1 vs N − 1 binary-classification problems, and then synthesize results of the multiple binary-classifiers. This part details the multiple binary-classifiers.
Assuming f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f N are the binary-classifiers used to compose the multi-classifier, each classifier is trained by BPT using unlabeled data(see section 3). It should be noted that BPT might need a few labeled data to train qualified "teachers", especially when the database is complicated and large. f i , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } is to find out examples those belong to i class from all data.
There are another ideal experiment to show the performances of these binary-classifiers. As the ideal experiment in section 3, the "teachers" in BPT are synthetic and their precision and recalls are all 0.6. We use CIFAR-10 ( Krizhevsky, 2009) as the experimental data and the specific implementation (including feature extraction and supervised learning model) of the binary-classifier is proposed in section 5. Table 1 shows the accuracy, precision, recall and F 1 of each BPT-trained binary-classifier in training data(100% unlabeled data). Under ideal condition, these binary-classifiers could be trained very well.
Ensemble Strategy
This section introduces how to synthesize multiple BPT-trained binary-classifiers to be a high-performance multi-classifier. The main reason of ensemble is that there might be more than one binary-classifiers classify a same one example as a positive output, which means one example might be classified to be multiple classes. Fig 4 is the pipeline of the multiclassifier including both multiple PBT-trained binary-classifiers and the ensemble strategy. Supposing the data contains examples from N classes, N binary-classifiers (1 vs (N − 1)) are train well by BPT (see section 3). Assuming x is an example from the data set, y = {f 1 x, f 2 x, · · · , f N x} and it is possible that sum(y) ≥ 1. After the ensemble module, there should be sum(y) = 1. The ensemble module is composed by f racN (N − 1)2 binary- Figure 5 . the relationship between the probability of correct classification and N .
classifiers. Supposing f ij is a binary-classifier that is trained by X i j = x ∈ X u |f i (x) + f j (x) = 1 and i = j using BPT, f ij is aimed to determine whether x belongs to class i. The example x is input into the N binary-classifiers and the output is a N × 1 vector y. y(i) = 1 represents the example is regarded as class i by the classifier f i , where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }. When sum(y) > 1, x is classified as positives by more than one classifiers. Take Fig 4 for instance, after the beginning N classifiers, x is judged by f 1 3 firstly to determine whether x belongs to class 1. After then, the number of 1 in y (1) is one less than that in y. Repeat input to other classifier f ij where y(i) = y(j) = 1 until sum(y) = 1. Finally, the class of x determined as c, y(c) = 1 and sum(y) = 1. If the initial y has no 1, the class of the related x would be assigned randomly.
Here, we discuss the accuracy of this structure. Assuming that the accuracy of f i , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } is p accuracy , the probability of that one example is correctly classified by the supposed binary-classifier but mis-classified by other K binary-classifiers are shown as equation 9. The output of the ensemble module would be right only under this condition. K could be 0 and it means that the example is correctly classified.
Then the example is input to the ensemble module. Assuming the accuracy of each f ij is p a ssemble equally, only if results of all used classifiers f i j, f i (x) · f j (x) = 1 in the module are right, the example would be classified correctly. Taking no account of the random assignment, the probability of that the result of the multi-classifier is correct is shown as equation 10.
(10) Fig 5 shows the relationship between the p correct and the number of class N . With the increase of N , the probability of correct classification is decreasing. As a result, this structure would work well when the number of classes are not too many. In contrast, it would perform terribly if this structure is used to classify the examples from a data including too many classes. Usually, if the data contains less than 20 classes, the above ensemble strategy is a satisfactory solution to synthesize these multiple BPT-trained binary-classifiers.
Recognition Implementation
This section introduces the specific implementation of the multi-classifier in section 4 for object recognition. It includes three parts: feature extraction, basic classifier and the implementation of "teachers".
The feature extraction is based on K-means (Coates & Ng, 2012) , an unsupervised learning method. Support vector machine (SVM) (Suykens & Vandewalle, 1999 ) is chosen as the basic classifier for BPT-trained binary-classifier. As for "teachers", we use logistic regression as the classification model, Histogram of Oriented Gradient(HOG) (Dalal & Triggs, 2005) as the feature extraction method, and principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2010) to decrease the dimensionality. Both the classification model and the feature extraction method are different from those of the basic classifier. These differences could improve the diversity.
Some labeled examples are reserved to train these "teachers". Every basic classifier needs two "teachers" to train itself. Furthermore, each classifier in the ensemble module is also need two "teachers". The two "teachers" are composed by one positive "teacher" and one negative "teacher". The positive "teacher" is to pick out false negative examples from the negative outputs of the binary-classifier. The negative "teacher" is to pick out false positive examples from the positive outputs. These "teachers" are trained by some examples randomly selected from these reserved labeled data. And the "teachers" are frequently re-trained in the proceeding of BPT, which aims to make sure that the "teachers" satisfy the equation 4. In the process of re-training, the training data are re-selected randomly from the reserved labeled data. Random selection aims to avoid "teachers" being over-fitting and to improve the generalization of the model. It is fine that only a few labeled data are used to train these "teachers" because two weak classifiers could train a strong classifier according to Liu's work (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) . Fig 6 shows the average performance of positive "teachers" and negative "teachers" trained by various numbers of labeled data. The number of training data ranges from 100 to 2000. Accuracy, precision and recall of these "teachers" are recorded. Based on Fig 6 , it is concluded that the "teachers" could satisfy equation 4 when they are trained by a few labeled data.
Experiment
This section details the experiment about object recognition to test the performance of BPT multi-classifier. In the proceeding of training the multi-classifier, only a few labeled data (compared to the size of the whole data) are used. And besides the labeled data, the rest data in the data set are also used as unlabeled data. We use CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009) in the experiment and record the "accuracy" as the index of performance. In addition, we also compare the performance of the proposed method with those of previous and related methods.
In test, only 1000 labeled data are reserved to train these "teachers" in BPT. The rest of the training data (49000 totally) is used as unlabeled data. And the test set includes 10000 images. Table 2 shows the performances of the proposed method in CIFIA-10 and CIFIA-100. Besides, there are some other methods (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b; Kaiming He, 2015; TsungHan Chan, 2014; Mark D. McDonnell, 2015; Coates & Ng., 2011; Julien Mairal, 2014; Graham, 2015; Alexey Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012a; Ming Liang) compared with the proposed one in CIFIA-10. And we compare the proposed method with some other methods (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b; Rupesh Kumar Srivastava, 2015; Jost Tobias Springenberg, 2013; Min Lin; Shuo Yang & Tang, 2015; Tsung-Han Lin, 2014; Forest Agostinelli, 2015; ELU; Graham, 2015; Ming Liang) in CIFIA-100. It should be noted that the training data of other methods are 100% labeled, while the proposed method only use 2% labeled data and 98% unlabeled data in training set.
In this experiment, the performances of the proposed method could almost approach the baseline, AlexNet (Krizhevsky Table 2 . Performance of various methods in CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
Tested in CIFAR-10 method accuracy method accuracy method AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b) 81.96% proposed method 78.39% DUFL (Alexey Dosovitskiy & Brox PCANet (Tsung-Han Chan, 2014) 78.67% S-CNN (Mark D. McDonnell, 2015) 75.96% CNN (Krizhevsky et al., 2012a ) K-means Net (Coates & Ng., 2011) 77.4% Res-Net (Kaiming He, 2015) 93.57% SBO (Jasper Snoek, 2015) CK-Net (Julien Mairal, 2014) 82.18% FMP (Graham, 2015) 96.53% Rec-CNN (Ming Liang) Tested in CIFAR-100 method accuracy method accuracy method
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b) 54.2% proposed method 50.77% PMU (Jost Tobias Springenberg, 20 NIN (Min Lin) 64.32% DRL (Shuo Yang & Tang, 2015) 64.77% OMP (Tsung-Han Lin, 2014) AF (Forest Agostinelli, 2015) 69.17% ELUs (ELU) 75.72% SP-CNN (Oren Rippel, 2015) HighNet (Rupesh Kumar Srivastava, 2015) 67.76% FMP (Graham, 2015) 73.61% Rec-CNN (Ming Liang) et al., 2012b). Especially in CIFAR-10, the proposed method performs even better than some supervised methods. In consideration of that the proposed method uses 2% labeled data and 98% unlabeled data, the performance of the proposed method is acceptable and reasonable. However, in CIFAR-100, the proposed method does not performs as good as it does in CIFAR-10. The main reason is that the ensemble strategy is not fit for the situation that the data includes too many classes, which is theoretically analyzed in section 4.3.
Conclusions
The paper researches in object recognition based on a few labeled data and amounts of unlabeled data. Different from previous works on object recognition based on semi-supervised methods or weak-supervised methods, the key idea of the proposed method is that a supervised classification model could be trained by amounts of unlabeled data with their estimated labels as well as the same model trained by all labeled data. To achieve this goal, we design Boost Picking Teaching for binary-classification. Kalal's P-N learning (Kalal et al., 2010; 2012 ) and Liu's Boost Picking (Fuqiang Liu, 2016) are the theoretical basises of BPT. Furthermore, how to expend binary-classification to multi-classification is discussed. This paper constructs an multi-classifier by synthesizing multiple binary-classifiers and analyzes the reason. In two object recognition data sets, BPT multi-classifier performs well even using just a few labeled data and amounts of unlabeled data. Especially when the number of class is less than dozens, the proposed model works effectively.
But there are two problems need further research. One is to design an ensemble method that is fit for many-class classification. Another one is improving the efficiency. BPT involves a lot of processes about re-training a classifier. The multi-classifier contains many BPT-trained binary-classifiers and every binary-classifier need a lot time to train well. The second one restrict the development of the proposed method seriously.
